2 District Design Division to verify 6" diameter pipe or based on Geotechnical Report and global stability
1  Show the minimum embedment = maximum (2 feet; embedment
See EPG 751.24.2.1 for drainage guidance.
Note (1) does not apply to Small Block Walls.
Revise notes and details per project as necessary.
Standard Drawing Guidance (do not show on plans):
- An approved equal
- Customrock: Form liner pattern #12020 "Tollway Ashlar"
- Spec Formliners: Form liner pattern #1515 "Ashlar Stone"
- Fitzgerald Formliners: Form liner pattern #16986 "Ashlar Stone"
- Scott System, Inc.: Form liner pattern #167 "Ashlar Stone"

The following is a list of form liner manufacturers
and types which may be used. Depth of relief for all
form liner patterns shall be a maximum of 1/2".

1. Scott System, Inc.: Form liner pattern #886 "Ashton Stone"
2. GreenPoint Form liners: Form liner pattern #330 "Ashton Stone"
3. Spec Formliners: Form liner pattern #315 "Ashton Stone"
4. Customrock: Form liner pattern #3200 "Tollway Ashlar"
5. An approved equal